
 

 

Wyoming Geospatial Organization – WyGEO 
Kemmerer Meeting 

 
 
This is a summary of the meeting held on Thursday, September 8, 2011. 
 
I.  Lunch and Map/Poster Contest:  
Upon arrival meeting attendees were able to participate in the map and poster contest while 
enjoying the provided lunch.   
 
II.  WYGEO Business 
Cathy Raney began the meeting by acknowledging the sponsors.  Sponsors for the Kemmerer 
meeting at the Gold level were: ESRI and Monsen Engineering.  The Silver level sponsors were: 
Forsgren Associates Inc., Greenwood Mapping, Inc., and Lincoln County.   
 
Cathy Raney introduced the newly appointed NW Regional Director – Kathy Treanor, who is the 
Assessor and GIS person in Washakie County.  Kathy was unable to attend the meeting in 
Kemmerer.  Round the room introductions were done by the attendees.   
 
SWUG 2013 – The 2013 SWUG will be in Wyoming.  Cathy Raney and Shawn Lanning sent 
out an RFP to selected hotels in Wyoming capable to accommodate a conference.  The selected 
hotels were: Hilton Garden Inn – Laramie, Snow King Resort – Jackson, Hilton Garden Inn – 
Casper, Parkway Plaza – Casper, Ramada Inn – Casper.  Cathy and Shawn received responses to 
the RFP from Hilton Garden Inn – Laramie and from Snow King Resort – Jackson.  The Casper 
hotels did not respond to the RFP.  Cathy then informed the group that she had been contacted by 
ESRI and that ESRI would be taking over the planning and organization of the SWUG 
conferences.  Brian Coleman, Wyoming’s ESRI Rep, stated that ESRI was taking over the 
SWUG conferences from the state groups because other states in the SWUG region were unable 
to provide enough volunteers to work on putting the conference together and had asked ESRI to 
step in, therefore ESRI will now be planning the SWUG conferences.  Brian said that he would 
forward the recommendation of Laramie as the location for the 2013 SWUG.  Paul Caffrey made 
the suggestion to Brian to keep the cost low for attendees.  Rich Greenwood also informed the 
group that the Snow King is for sale.  Cathy made the plea that ESRI consider the local themes 
of the community hosting SWUG to give the event the uniqueness of the area.   
 
Membership will follow the calendar year.  Jeff Sun brought up the question of a corporate level 
membership.  Those in attendance suggested that the corporation pay for the individual 
membership of its employees.  Cathy brought up the suggestion to amend the Bylaws to allow 
for email voting of the membership.  Paul stated that it could bring more involvement in the 
group and make it more inclusive.  Brett Governanti asked how the logistics of email voting 
would be handled and what kind of mechanism would be used.  Brett suggested using the 
membership role for the email vote to be accepted.  He then suggested using survey monkey for 
the email voting.  Cathy asked if we could vote to have an email voting.  A motion was made and 
seconded.  The voting members present voted yea unanimously. 
 
Sponsorship levels and sponsorship of meetings was the next topic discussed by the group.  The 
sponsorship levels Destry Dearden used for the Kemmerer meeting were a Gold level at $200.00 



 

 

and a Silver level at $100.00.  The question was raised as to extend sponsorship to a yearly level 
in addition to keeping the quarterly sponsorships.  The question was also raised as to what the 
sponsors expect from sponsoring.  Robert White stated that he thought how the levels were set 
up worked well, that $200.00 gave you presentation time and a booth and $100.00 gave you a 
mention.  He also suggested that vendors be told up front that it is not a time for a sales pitch but 
rather an opportunity to bring valuable information to the group.  Farrel Hoopes stated that 
vendor presentations are helpful, he would never have known about AgTerra Technologies out of 
Sheridan if it had not been for a presentation and he now uses that company’s product.  Rich 
Greenwood suggested making the meetings more about professional development and member 
presentations and training and making the member the priority and not the vendor.  Paul Caffrey 
suggested not limiting the sponsorship to vendors but also encouraging individuals to be 
sponsors.  Shawn Lanning stated that is was never the group’s intent or goal to limit the 
member’s contributions.  Sydney Thielke stated that she had to show the value of attending the 
meeting to get approval for travel and time to come to the meeting and that having more a more 
technical and training focus to the meeting would help improve her opportunities and others to 
attend such meetings.  Dave Sherrill and Paul also agreed that they had to justify the travel time 
and expense to attend the meeting.  Brett suggested including break out sessions to the meetings.  
Shawn suggested creating a survey to send out to the membership to find out what was needed or 
wanted from the meetings and incorporating the results into the next meeting.  Paul made a 
motion to table the sponsorship discussion and was seconded.   
 
III.  Sponsorship Presentations 
 
Monsen Engineering’s Tom Wussow gave a presentation on “Utah Virtual Reference Stations 
(VRS)”.  These base stations allow land surveyors to get centimeter accuracy in the field with no 
post processing.  The VRS does rely on cell coverage.  The coverage will be expanding into 
southwest Wyoming. 
 
ESRI’s Brian Coleman gave a presentation on “Community Analyst Online”.  It is a new 
software that is a web based application.  The Beta is available for a 90 day trial.  It is $2,500 a 
year.  It has a community focus.   
 
IV.  Member Presentations 
 
Destry Dearden gave a presentation on “GIS Day in Lincoln County”.  He talked about his 
involvement with the schools, going to a kindergarten class and reading Me on the Map by Joan 
Sweeney and having the kids draw a map of their room.  He also visits with the geography class 
at the high school while the kids are learning about GPS and takes them out geocaching to help 
reinforce what they are learning in the class.  He also shows the kids how to map using Google 
Earth to do an elk migration route analysis – after hunting season. 
 
Nancy Moody gave a presentation on “Casper Mountain Parcel Layer”.  Outlining the steps 
taken to GPS brass cap locations and then using that known point location to correct the parcel 
layer which had originally been scanned, by redrawing the parcel description using the Traverse 
tool on the COGO toolbar.  It is a work in progress. 
 



 

 

Robert White gave a presentation on “History of PLSS in Wyoming”.  He started his 
presentation with the term “boustrophedonic”.  He covered topics such as false surveys and the 
dinosaur bones that were used to mark section corners in Albany County.  He recommended 
reading the book Measuring America. 
 
Rich Greenwood gave a presentation on “Internet Mapping on Mobile Devices”.  He 
demonstrated the application that he has put together for Teton County allowing people to use 
their mobile devices to connect to county data.  He recommended people take advantage of the 
new technologies coming out and the ability they will bring for creating and connecting data.   
 
V.  Forum with State GIS Coordinator, Jacob Mundt 
 
He began his presentation with a history timeline of GIS in the State.  He gave an overview of 
the governance committees being the Technical Advisory Group (TAG) and the Oversight 
Committee (OSC) and that members were still needed for TAG.  He discussed some of long term 
and short term goals that he and the Office of the CIO were working on, being: statewide 
coordination and the immediate needs of State agencies.  Longer term goals that he is working 
on are formalizing a geospatial clearinghouse, developing framework data standards and 
establishing an authoritative basemap for state agency use.   
 
VI.  Meeting adjourned.   
    
       


